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We demonstrate whether the cluster structure dissolves or remains when the shell-model-like model space is
introduced in addition to the cluster model space in light nuclei. Although the binding energies of8Be, 10Be,
and10B become larger by about 1–2 MeV by adding shell-model-like basis states to thea+a+N+N+¯ basis
states, thea -a structure is a dominant configuration of the ground states. However,a-breaking wave functions
strongly mix in 12C, and the decrease of the energy from the 3a configuration by about 6 MeV is a clue to
resolving a long-standing problem of the binding energies of12C and16O. The improved version of antisym-
metrized molecular dynamics(AMD ), AMD superposition of selected snapshots(AMD triple-S), is used to
show the cluster-shell competition of these nuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nuclei are quantum many-body systems consisting of
protons and neutrons, and these nucleons have been known
to form some self-consistent mean field and to perform
independent-particle motions. The nuclear shell model,
which is one of the most standard models for nuclear struc-
ture, is based on this picture, and strong spin-orbit interaction
in the mean field has been known to be a key mechanism to
fully explain the observed magic numbers[1,2].

On the other hand, thea particle, which corresponds to
the doubly closed shell of the lowests shell in the shell
model, is strongly bound, and since relativea -a interaction
is weak, strongly interacting four nucleons(the a particle)
become a subunit of the nuclear structure in some light nu-
clei, contrary to the mean-field picture. This molecular view-
point has been introduced[3] even before the shell model,
and such a “cluster” feature of light nuclei has been exten-
sively studied for more than four decades[4,5]. In the so-
called Ikeda diagram[6], the threshold rule has been pro-
posed as a guiding principle to explain the appearance of the
cluster structure in stable 4N nuclei: a cluster structure ap-
pears around the corresponding threshold energy. Recently,
theoretical and experimental investigations have proceeded
to systems beyond 4N nuclei, and a cluster structure with
valence neutrons has become one of the main subjects con-
cerning the structure of unstable nuclei[7,8].

If an a cluster is expressed as the lowestss1/2d4 configu-
ration, it is a spin-zero system, and noncentral interactions do

not contribute to its energy. However, the dissolution of the
a cluster should be taken into account in systems where the
spin-orbit interaction, which is a characteristic interaction in
the mean-field picture, strongly acts. Therefore it is intrigu-
ing to study the cluster-shell competition for a unified under-
standing of nuclear structure.

The antisymmetrized molecular dynamics(AMD ) has
been proposed to demonstrate this effect and is extensively
applied to calculating the properties of light stable and
neutron-rich nuclei[9,10]. In AMD, each single particle is
described as one local GaussiansGid characterized by
Gaussian-center parametershzij. The shape of the nucleus
and the configuration of nucleons are determined by solving
the cooling equation for these parameters. The appearance of
the cluster structure and the disappearance have been dis-
cussed as a function of the neutron number, for example in
the Be, B, and C isotopes.

However, the single AMD wave function is not sufficient
to describe the quantum mechanical mixing of the shell-like
configuration and the clusterlike configuration, and it is also
desired to describe the “wave” nature of the nucleons well.
Therefore we have proposed a new AMD approach, namely,
AMD-superposition of selected snapshots(AMD triple-S)
[11]. In this approach, the superposed AMD wave functions
are randomly generated, and we select important ones from
among them. Here, we use the idea of the stochastic varia-
tional method(SVM) [12].

In this paper, we demonstrate whether the cluster structure
is dissolved or remains when the shell-model-like model
space is introduced, in addition to the cluster model space, in
light nuclei. For8Be, 10Be, 10B, and12C, the persistence of
the a -a structure in the ground state is studied, and for12C,
the persistence of the 3a cluster is also discussed. This paper*Electronic address: itagaki@phys.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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is organized as follows: in Sec. II formulation is summa-
rized, and in Sec. III, numerical results for light nuclei,
cluster-shell completion is presented. The conclusion is
given in Sec. IV.

II. FRAMEWORK

The framework of AMD triple-S is shown in Ref.[11] in
detail, and here, only the important part is recaptured. The
total wave function is fully antisymmetrized and is given by
a superposition of the basis states(Slater determinantshCkj)
with coefficientshckj:

F = o
k

ckPMK
J Ck, s1d

Ck = Afsc1x1dsc2x2d ¯ gk. s2d

Projection onto a good angular momentum is performed by
the projection operatorPMK

J , and the coefficientshckj are
determined by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix after
this projection. Each Slater determinantsCkd consists ofA
single-particle states and each nucleon statescixi i =1,Ad
has a Gaussian form

ci = S2v
p
D3/4

expf− vsrW − zWi/Îvd2 + zWi
2/2g, s3d

where hzWij are complex parameters andhxij represent the
spin-isospin eigenfunctions. The oscillator parametersb
=1/Î2vd is set equal to 1.46 fm, which is common for all
nucleons so as to get the center-of-mass kinetic energy ex-
actly removed. The real and imaginary parts ofzWi represent
the expectation values of the position and momentum of the
single particle. When we assume the presence of ana clus-
ter(s), thezWi values are set the same for four nucleons(proton
spin-up, proton spin-down, neutron spin-up, and neutron
spin-down).

For each Slater determinantsCkd, the values ofhzWij are
randomly generated, but we optimize the imaginary parts of
these parameters to correctly take into account the spin-orbit
interaction before the angular momentum projection by using
the frictional cooling method in AMD. During this cooling
process, the parity of the Slater determinant is projected.

After obtaining hCkj, the selection of the basis states is
performed inJp-projected space. In the case of 0+, when
inclusion of a trial basis stateCk decreases the sum of the
energies of the ground, second, and the third 0+ states by
more than 0.05 MeV, the basis states are adopted.

The Hamiltonian operatorsĤd has the following form:

Ĥ = o
i=1

A

t̂i − T̂c.m.+ o
i. j

A

v̂i j , s4d

where a two-body interactionsv̂i jd includes the central part,
the spin-orbit part, and the Coulomb part. For the central
part, we use the following Volkov no. 2 effectiveN−N po-
tential [13]:

Vsrd = sW− MPsPt + BPs − HPtd

3 fV1 exps− r2/c1
2d + V2 exps− r2/c2

2dg, s5d

where W=1−M, M =0.60, andB=H=0.125. For the spin-
orbit term, we introduce the G3RS potential[14] as

Vls = V0he−d1r2
− e−d2r2

jPs3OdLW ·SW , s6d

where d1=5.0 fm−2, d2=2.778 fm−2, V0=2000 MeV, and
Ps3Od is a projection operator onto a triplet odd state. The

operatorLW stands for the relative angular momentum andSW is

the spin sSW1+SW2d. All of the parameters of this interaction
were determined from thea+n and a+a scattering phase
shifts and the binding energy of the deuteron[15]. The origi-
nal Volkov no. 2 potential gives a bound state for then-n
system, but that is eliminated by introducing theB and H
parameters.

III. RESULTS

A. a -a energy curve

One of the most basic cluster structures in light nuclei is
the a-cluster structure, and the energy curve of thea+a
systems0+d calculated by using the present effective interac-
tion (Volkov no. 2,M =0.6) is shown in Fig. 1.

The energy becomes minimum around thea -a distance
of 3.5 fm, and it increases rapidly at smaller distances. At the
limit of zero distance, where the wave function corresponds
to thessd4spd4 configuration of the shell model, the energy is
higher by 15 MeV compared with the lowest energy. There-
fore, in general, it is very difficult to shrink thea -a distance
so as to eliminate thea -a cluster structure, even if valence
nucleons are added to thea+a system anda clusters are
more attracted to each other. For example, we have analyzed
10Be by using the same interaction by introducing thea+a
+n+n model [16], and although the increase of the binding
energy from8Be is about 8 MeV, the optimala -a distance

FIG. 1. The energy curve of thea -a systems0+d with respect to
the distance between the centers of the twoa clusters. The energy
does not coincide with twice the energy of thea cluster s23
−27.57 MeVd even at a largea -a distance, since the relative dis-
tance is fixed. The corresponding kinetic energy of the zero-point
oscillation is"v /4=4.86 MeV.
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remains at around 3 fm and the cluster structure survives.
Therefore if thea cluster disappears, it can be related more
to the dissolution of ana cluster than to the shrinking effect
due to the attractive interaction caused by valence nucleons.
The spin-orbit interaction is one of the candidates for the
origin of the dissolution ofa clusters, and we concentrate on
it in the following subsections.

B. 8Be

The 8Be nucleus has been known as a typical example of
the a-cluster structure. This molecular structure has been
also confirmed by recent quantum Monte Carlo calculation
with a realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction[17]. We also
check that thea-cluster structure dominates the structure of
the ground state of8Be. In our model, the wave functions
with thea -a distances of 2, 3, and 4 fm are prepared, and, in
addition to these cluster basis states, the shell model compo-
nent is introduced.

The energy convergence of8Be s0+d with respect to the
number of the trial AMD basis states is shown in Fig. 2. The
first three basis states have thea+a structure with the rela-
tive distances of 2, 3, and 4 fm, which gives253.4 MeV
shown as the dotted line, and we add wave functions of the
a+p+p+n+n model space corresponding to the shell-
model-like basis states. Here, the values of Gaussian-center
parameters of four valence nucleons are randomly generated,
and only their imaginary parts are optimized by solving the
cooling equation. By adding these shell-model-like states,
the energy decreases by about 1.8 MeV from that of the
a -a model space(relative distances of 2, 3, and 4 fm). This
decrease of the energy should be said to be rather small,
because it includes the effects of the improvement of an
a-cluster wave function with respect toss1/2d4 (the energy
decrease is more than 1 MeV) and their coupling witha -a
states with very small distance. Therefore thea -a cluster
structure is still a dominant component of the ground state.
The squared overlap between the final result and the lowest
state obtained from the first three basis states is 0.94. This

shows the cluster structure persists in the ground state of
8Be, although the cluster-breaking(shell-model-like) compo-
nent mixes by several per cent. Hereafter, we refer to the
decrease of the energy when the breaking up of one of thea
clusters is taken into account asD.

C. 10Be and 10B

We examine the persistence of the cluster structure when
the a clusters are more strongly bound to each other due to
additional valence nucleons. Similarly to the8Be case, the
energy convergence of10Be s0+d with respect to the number
of trial AMD wave functions is shown in Fig. 3. The basis
states from 1 to 300 are those of thea+a+n+n model space
with the relativea -a distance of 2, 3, and 4 fm, and after
300, the shell-model-like wave functions of thea+2p+4n
model space are added. The energy converges at264.5 MeV
(the experimental value is265.0 MeV), and the decrease
with respect to thea+a+n+n model space by adding the
a+2p+4n model spacesDd is 1.9 MeV. This decrease is
almost the same as in8Be, and it is concluded that the break-
ing of the clusters is more or less at the same level.

By changing one valence neutron to a proton, the energy
convergence of10B s3+d with respect to the number of trial
AMD basis states is shown in Fig. 4. Similarly,D is found to
be about 1.9 MeV.

D. 12C

There have been a lot of successful calculation for12C
assuming the 3a configuration[18,19], and the second 0+

state just above the 3a threshold has been known to be well
described by the cluster models. However, the breaking ef-
fect of an a cluster has been also known to be important,
especially for the ground state[20–22], to explain the ob-
served electromagnetic properties. Here, we investigate this
cluster-shell mixing in detail, and the Majorana parameter of
the Volkov no. 2 interaction is changed to 0.62 to reproduce
the binding energy.

FIG. 2. The energy convergence of8Be s0+d with respect to the
number of trial AMD basis states. The first three basis states have
thea+a structure with the relative distances of 2, 3, and 4 fm. The
energy calculated using these three is shown as the dotted line, and
the basis states of thea+p+p+n+n model space are included in
the calculations represented by the lower-lying dots.

FIG. 3. The energy convergence of10Be s0+d with respect to the
number of trial AMD wave functions. The basis states from 1 to 300
are those of thea+a+n+n model space with the relativea -a
distance of 2, 3, and 4 fm, and after 300, shell-model-like wave
functions of thea+2p+4n model space are added.
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At first, we show the energy curve of12C with respect to
the expectation value of the principal quantum number
skaW†·aWld, by using a single AMD wave function. Here, both
the real and imaginary parts of the Gaussian centers are op-
timized under the constraint of thekaW†·aWl values. In Fig. 5,
the solid line represents the result with the spin-orbit term,
and the dotted line shows the result without it. At the lowest
value of 8(eight nucleons are in thep shell), the j j -coupling
picture of the shell model is important, and the energy dif-
ference between the two lines is very large(about 10 MeV).
The dissolution of thea cluster(s) occurs at the lowest prin-
cipal quantum number(shell-model limit). However, at
larger valuess,12d, the difference between the two lines
becomes much smaller, because of the formation of threea
clusters. For the interpretation of the solid curve, the pres-
ence of these two structures(shell structure atkaW†·aWl ,8 and
3a-cluster structure at larger values) has to be taken into
account.

Next, AMD triple-S is applied, and the energy conver-
gence of12C is shown in Fig. 6. The basis states from 1 to
100 have various configurations of 3a, and those from 101 to

600 havea+a+2p+2n model space(relativea -a distances
of 2, 3, and 4 fm). Here, the decrease of energy with respect
to the 3a model is 5.2 MeV due to the strong spin-orbit
interaction. Furthermore, the shell-model-like wave func-
tions of thea+4p+4n model space are added(from 601 to
800), where two ofa clusters are broken. However, the de-
crease of the energy by adding these basis states is only
about 1 MeV, and it is seen that the contribution of the spin-
orbit interaction is almost taken into account with one ofa
clusters broken. The squared overlaps between the ground
state of the final solution and the lowest, the second, and the
third 0+ states of the 3a-cluster configuration(1–100 basis
states) are 0.56, 0.06, 0.01, respectively. Therefore, although
the ground states has the 3a component of about 60%, a
large amount ofa breaking component is mixed in.

On the other hand, the calculated second 0+ state (ob-
served atEx=7.65 MeV) mainly has the 3a component. The
sum of the squared overlaps between the second 0+ state and
the lowest three 0+ states of 3a-cluster configuration exceeds
0.8. This state is a typical cluster state, and the shell-model
study by Cohen and Kurath[23] gives too high excitation
energy(13–14 MeV) for the state, suggesting that it is out of
the model space. In stellar nucleosynthesis, the second 0+

state just above the 3a threshold plays a crucial role in form-
ing 12C. It is a triple-a resonance state and decays first to the
2+ state and next to the 0+ ground state by emittingg rays.
The BsE2, 02

+→21
+d value strongly affects the abundance of

12C, however, it has been underestimated by a factor of 2 in
the traditional 3a model based on the resonating group
method(RGM) [18]. As shown in Table I, in the present case
the mixing of 3a and thea breaking components affects the
BsE2d value and it becomes consistent with the experimental
value, in the same way as our previous analysis based on the
molecular-orbital model[22].

Furthermore, the present result gives a clue to a long
standing problem of the binding energies of12C and16O. It
has been known that in microscopic cluster models, when we
use the effective interaction which reproduces the binding
energy of the 3a system, the 4a-system becomes over-bound

FIG. 4. The energy convergence of10B s3+d with respect to the
number of trial AMD wave functions. The basis states from 1 to 200
are those of thea+a+p+n model space with the relativea -a
distance of 2, 3, and 4 fm, and after 200, shell-model-like wave
functions of thea+3p+3n model space are added.

FIG. 5. The energy curve of12C with respect to the expectation
value of the principal quantum numbersaW†·aWd. The solid line and
dotted line represent the results with the spin-orbit interaction and
without it, respectively.

FIG. 6. The energy convergence of12C s0+d with respect to the
number of trial AMD basis states. The basis states from 1 to 100 are
those of the 3a model space, and those from 101 to 600 area+a
+2p+2n model space with relativea -a distances of 2, 3, and 4 fm.
After 601, the wave functions with the shell-model-likea+4p
+4n model space are added.
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by about 20 MeV. On the contrary, if the binding energy of
4a is reproduced, the 3a system becomes underbound by
about 10 MeV. We had previously discussed that the experi-
mental binding energy difference between12C and16O can-
not be fully reproduced, even if we utilize a finite-range and
density-dependent interaction[24], when the model space is
restricted toa clusters. Now it is shown that by incorporating
the a-breaking component, the binding energy of12C be-
comes deeper by several MeV due to the spin-orbit interac-
tion. Since this effect is considered to be less important for
16O, which has a doubly closed configuration of thep shell,
the spin-orbit interaction would be one of the important keys
to resolve this long-standing problem. However, we have a
preliminary result that only half of the binding-energy prob-
lem can be solved by incorporating the spin-orbit interaction,
and consideration of remaining effects, such as direct treat-
ment of the tensor interaction, whose effect is renormalized
in the central and spin-orbit parts of the interaction, would
play a role in fully solving the problem.

The coupling effects between the cluster states and shell-
model states are summarized as a “nuclear chart” of the
cluster-shell competition in Fig. 7. Here,D represents the
increase of the binding energy when the breaking of one of
the a clusters is taken into account. The nuclei8Be, 10Be,
and 10B have theD values of about 2 MeV, and thea+a
structure is the dominant configuration of the ground states.
However, theD value is very large in12C (5.2 MeV). For
12C, Ds2d is also shown, which is the increase of the binding
energy when the breaking of two of thea clusters is taken
into account(6.2 MeV).

IV. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the cluster-shell competition in light
nuclei, by using the AMD triple-S model. Now it becoms
possible to prepare cluster states anda breaking (shell-
model-like) states on the same footing and to calculate the
mixing of these states by using a common effective interac-
tion.

It has been shown that the binding energies of8Be, 10Be,
and 10B become larger by adding shell-model-like basis
states, but the amount is only about 2 MeV, and thea+a
structure is the dominant configuration in the ground state.
However, the decrease of the energy from the 3a-cluster
state due to the spin-orbit interaction is very large in12C
(about 6 MeV). This strongly suggests the dissolution ofa
cluster(s) in the ground state, and the mixing of cluster and
shell components makes theBsE2d values consistent with the
experimental values, which are important in nuclear astro-
physics. The present result also gives an insight into the reso-
lution of the long standing problem of the binding energies
of 12C and16O. However, consideration of remaining effects,
such as direct treatment of the tensor interaction, would be
important to fully solve the problem.
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